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 Harnessing the Power of
Nature for Restorative

Skincare"



Our purpose is to improve the health and well-being of
individuals skin by providing, high-quality, quick and

efficient, accessible all in one skincare products,  promoting
self care, and wishing to increase self esteem within society

 



What is Hydro PM?
Hydro Pm is an inclusive
skincare brand aiming to be
apart of everyones skincare
routine. Hydro PM is an all in
one cream used at night to
illuminate, rejuvenate , and
most importantly hydrate
your skin so you can wake up
looking refreshed. Hydro PM
is for the people with busy
lives with little time in the
morning, our product works
best overnight so it can take
skincare off your plate in
the morning. 



Why do we need
Hydro PM?

During the pandemic people adjusted to
working from home and with this came the
lack of appreciation for their appearance,
people knew they would be indoors for a
while so they began to let themselves go.
However after the pandemic, surverys
conducted by YouGov states "One in five
adults (20%) felt shame, just over one-third
(34%) felt down or low, and 19% felt
disgusted by their body image in the last
year". This statistic shows the importance
of increasing self esteem in our society and
with it being our misson we will do
whatever it takes to help people feel more
comfortable in their own skin.



At hydro Pm we aim to solve this problem
by creating a night time facial cream
that reduces the daunting steps to
achieving a great face care routine
without leaving you bankrupt. Our
product will allow anyone no matter the
age nor gender to save time and money by
simply applying our product before bed.
Hydro pm will work its magic over night
allowing you to skip many of your
morning steps and reducing the number
of skin care product you would buy.

How can Hydro
PM help?



OUR
PARTNERSHIPS

AMAZON
 IS OUR FIRST PARTNER TO HELP US WITH BRANDING, MOVING

AND JUST GETTING OUR NAME/PRODUCT ON THE MARKET.
 

BUZZFEED
IS OUR THIRD AND FINAL PARTNER BECAUSE THEY’RE
UNIVERSAL TO ALL AGE GROUPS AND CAN MAKE OUR

PRODUCT MORE OBTAINABLE FOR EVERYONE.

SIMS/EA COMPANY
IS OUR SECOND BRAND PARTNERSHIP BECAUSE IT
HELPS US CATER TO THE YOUNGER GENERATION. 



we know that the skin care business is booming and these are
a few companies that we feel, may be at competition with our

brand. these competitors can also serve as people we can
collaborate and SPONSER with our products.



Who is Hydro PM
targeted to 

18-24

35-45 
54-60

 Our target audience is for ages 18 -
60 and it’s targeted to both man and
woman

young students are one of our
targeted demographic because they
are starting to feel real
responsibilities like how to manage a
job and keeping their grades up

middle aged people are another
target demographic because the are
trying to get a higher position in
their jobs that they have been
working for years now and on top of
that they are thinking of having
families or already have a family to
take care of

 lastly our other targeted demographic is
people going into retirement. This is a
targeted demographic because even
though they are leaving there jobs they
are taking care of their grandchildren
and they are discovering hobbies that
they now have time for

EVERYONE



Daily Routi
60%

Beauty Sleep
30%

Me Time
10%

What is in Hydro PM
Hydro PM aims to be inclusive towards
all skin types which is exactly why we
chose to include an option that can
custom make your products and includes
descriptions of each product and what it
pairs best with so people can curate a
product towards them. Some things we'd
like to include in this product is...

SPF 50
Green tea
hyaluronic acid
glycolic acid
azaleic acid 
Salic acid
ceramide
glycerin
retinol
niacin amide 

emollients
burdock root
vitamin c 
 fycolix acid
tranexamic acid



At Hydro Pm, we want to make sure that everyone has access to
our product so they can all wake up with a clean face. To

achieve this our marketing team will focus on utilizing social
media, collaborating with other skincare influencers,

investing in content marketing, so that consumers can see how
they function and what they can achieve, as well as the results
that they can expect using them. Additionally one more way that

our organization will promote our brand is by naturally
encouraging conversation, comments, and interactions. We will

also interact with our clients by anticipating their queries
and worries. Lastly we will cross-promote our cosmetics on

other social media platforms as well as advertising our facial
products online by using branded games 

Hydro Pm 
Market Strategy



Our Future Plan
We think that the best approach to distribute our facial goods is through

our brand, retailers as well as indirect distribution to retail markets,
supermarkets, health and beauty shops, pharmacies / drugstores, and

others, are the main distribution channels in the skincare sector that we
will be focusing on. Additionally, we also offer our products for sale

online and in physical locations.



Hydro Pm is a sustainable and biodegradable product. Our
container is made of 80% spruce fibers and 20% peat. spruce
fibers are a kind of elastic wood fibers and peat is a kind of
soil. this makes our product biodegradable because it can be
planted in the ground and grown into a plant of your choice.

The outside of all our containers can be put back into the
environment and increase the greenery that new York city is

lacking. The inside lining of our container is made from
recycled ABS plastic and can be brought back and refilled. 

How does our product make a difference 



Our Prototype



 
We wish to have a website where people can answer questions about what type of skin they have

and what they wish to beautify, then our quiz crafts a well written explanation of what product

from our website they would need and the effects it has on them.  

 

we wish to have a QR code on the side of our container that takes people to our website and it has

simulation game showing your character buying products and it takes you to the cart where you

can purchase the items your character buys

 

we wish to have 24/7 customer service with both calls and texting. our customer service

representatives can answer all the general questions about your shipment, tracking, etc but also

they can help find products for you. we want to have 24/7 service to show our customers our

loyalty and reliability

 

 

we wish to have a program on our website that scans your face and points out obscurities that

hydro pm can help with. Our personalized filters shows what type of skin you have and we wish to

have a dermatologist work with us side by side to put out the most factual scans of everyones

skin. 

WAYS WE INTEGRATE TECHNOLOGY 

Buzzfeed quiz

Shopping simulator

24/7 customer service

AI Personalization



CHECK OUT
OUR

WEBSITE

 



THANK YOU
Want to see more contents?

Follow our social media:

 
info@hydropm.com

 
(718) 567-3838


